
The Complete Modern Guide to Horse Feet
Anatomy, Care, and Health Disease
Horses' feet are complex and delicate structures that require proper care
and maintenance to stay healthy. This guide will provide you with
everything you need to know about horse feet, from their anatomy to their
care and common health problems.

Horse Foot Anatomy

The horse's foot is made up of several different parts, including:
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The hoof: The hoof is the hard, protective outer layer of the foot. It is
made up of keratin, the same protein that makes up human hair and
nails.
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The sole: The sole is the bottom of the foot. It is covered in a layer of
soft tissue that helps to absorb shock and protect the foot from injury.

The frog: The frog is the soft, V-shaped structure in the center of the
sole. It helps to support the foot and absorbs shock.

The bars: The bars are the ridges on the sides of the foot. They help
to support the hoof wall and keep the foot in place.

The heels: The heels are the back of the foot. They are supported by
the frog and the bars.

The pasterns: The pasterns are the joints between the foot and the
leg. They help to absorb shock and provide flexibility.

The fetlocks: The fetlocks are the joints between the pasterns and the
cannon bones. They help to support the leg and provide flexibility.

The cannons: The cannons are the long bones between the fetlocks
and the knees. They help to support the leg and provide flexibility.

The knees: The knees are the joints between the cannons and the
femurs. They help to support the leg and provide flexibility.

The femurs: The femurs are the long bones between the knees and
the hips. They help to support the leg and provide flexibility.

Horse Foot Care

Proper foot care is essential for maintaining healthy horses. Here are some
tips for keeping your horse's feet healthy:

Trim your horse's feet regularly: Regular trimming helps to prevent
overgrown hooves, which can lead to a variety of health problems. The



frequency of trimming will vary depending on the individual horse and
the environment in which they live.

Clean your horse's feet daily: Cleaning your horse's feet helps to
remove dirt and debris that can cause infections. It is also important to
check your horse's feet for any signs of injury or disease.

Provide your horse with a healthy diet: A healthy diet provides your
horse with the nutrients they need to maintain healthy feet. A diet that
is high in protein and calcium is especially important for horses with
growing hooves.

Protect your horse's feet from the elements: Extreme heat and cold
can damage horse's feet. It is important to provide your horse with
shelter from the elements, especially during inclement weather.

Handle your horse's feet carefully: When handling your horse's feet,
be sure to do so gently. Avoid twisting or bending the feet, as this can
cause injury.

Horse Foot Health Problems

There are a number of health problems that can affect horse's feet. Some
of the most common problems include:

Laminitis: Laminitis is a condition that causes inflammation of the
laminae, the tissue that connects the hoof wall to the coffin bone.
Laminitis can be caused by a variety of factors, including obesity,
metabolic disorders, and certain drugs.

Abscesses: Abscesses are infections that can occur in the foot.
Abscesses can be caused by a variety of factors, including punctures,
lacerations, and foreign objects.



Thrush: Thrush is a fungal infection of the frog. Thrush can cause the
frog to become soft and crumbly, and it can lead to lameness.

White line disease: White line disease is a bacterial infection of the
white line, the junction between the hoof wall and the sole. White line
disease can cause the hoof wall to become weak and brittle, and it can
lead to lameness.

Navicular syndrome: Navicular syndrome is a condition that affects
the navicular bone, a small bone in the back of the foot. Navicular
syndrome can cause lameness and pain.

Horse feet are complex and delicate structures that require proper care and
maintenance to stay healthy. By following the tips in this guide, you can
help your horse maintain healthy feet for a lifetime.
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